Acro Commerce’s project-based professional services.

Our discovery and strategy process is collaborative, allowing you to explore the best possible options for your business, before taking concrete action. Our digital experts will guide you through several iterative exercises and provide tools to help uncover your needs.

- **Business analysis** — Consultation, stakeholder interviews, research, information & technical audits.
- **Information architecture** — Roadmaps, prototypes, personas, user journeys, user experience & user interface design.
- **Training and education** — We help build agile teams, tooling, product training, and composable, modern architecture to help future-proof your project.

Plan for success from day one

Supporting a full-scale digital transformation takes a strategic and specific approach. Discovery and strategy are step-by-step processes that build a detailed roadmap and action plan for your digital transformation.

- **Address and prioritize your legacy systems.** Living without them is not an option, and integrations can make them more efficient.
- **Customize user experience.** Consider your customers and how they want to interact with your company.
- **Pragmatic cost and operational analysis.** Discuss the business impact of the project on all departments with your team.
- **Conversations that bring it all together.** Put your stakeholders in the driver’s seat with guided collaboration.

Why choose Acro Commerce?

Acro Commerce is a digital transformation company specializing in decoupled accelerators and developing tailored digital solutions for effective operations and scalable growth for the manufacturing, B2B, retail and B2C sectors.

- 90+ subject experts and specialists on staff.
- Designed for growing businesses.
- Inclusive and collaborative processes.
- Solutions tailored to your unique business.

www.acrocommerce.com | 877.763.8844 | solutions@acrocommerce.com